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'Living or Retiring in Mexico' is a poignant collection of stories and practical information for anyone

that wants to spend more time in Mexico, or would even be considering staying permanently.

Written by a seasoned gringo, the book covers Mexican culture and history, what to expect in this

foreign country and how to deal with it. From bringing goods into Mexico, insurance or buying

property, handling utilities to nachos and mescal. Many useful suggestions are shared, even for one

who is not planning to be an expat, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s informative and at times funny to anyone with an

interest in Mexico. The 174-page book is a guide for people considering 'living the life', or retiring in

Mexico while seeing their retirement budget gain substantial spending power. The book is divided

into five parts: Introduction, The Fun Part, Food and Beverages, the Not So Fun Part and The

Important Stuff. The latter deals with visas, medicals, becoming permanent resident etc. It will give a

tremendous insight in 'Life in Mexico' through the eyes of an expat and will help you shape your

opinion and decision making about living in Mexico, and figuring out if this would be the right thing

for you
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Ever since I moved to Southern Arizona I've been toying with the idea of moving south of the

border, so this book gave me some much needed information and insight. The author divides this

book up into the fun and not so fun parts of living in and visiting Mexico, as well as food and drinks

and important stuff. Information was imparted in beautiful detail amidst the personal experiences

and stories of the author.I personally enjoyed reading about the fiestas and festivals, particularly

"Radish Night," an event that I likely would never had heard about had I not read this book. I was

also fairly entertained by the "horror stories" shared in the Not So Fun section; it was interesting to

hear about frustrating and sometimes humorous situations while also learning about what to avoid in

the country. I feel this is an excellent resource for northern-dwelling North Americans who are

considering going to Mexico.I gave this book 4 stars because it's a little unorganized and a bit

rambling, plus it could use some editing. Otherwise, the author does a magnificent job of mixing

good information and history with personal narrative. I'm still not sure if I'm going to move to Mexico,

but now I have a more concrete idea of where to go and how to proceed if I do.

Living or Retiring in Mexico. My wife and I have been vacationing in Mexico on and off for the last 10

years having visited many of the areas mentioned in this excellent book. Regretfully we did not have

this book as a reference guide before planning our many trips to Mexico. The author provides

insight from a gringo's perspective on what to expect when travelling to or staying permanently in

Mexico. The author covers not only fun parts but also devotes an entire chapter on the not so fun

parts. For those expats who would like to move permanently to Mexico, his chapter on the

"important stuff" is a must read. After reading about the horror stories about importing, licensing and

driving your own vehicle in Mexico, I would have serious second thoughts about undertaking this

bureaucratic nightmare.Living or Retiring in Mexico , All You Need To Know Before You Go is

written in a conversational manner making it an easy read. Wether you are planning a short

vacation or a permanent move to Mexico, I highly recommend this book.

If you have ever toyed with the idea of moving or taking an extended vacation in Mexico, this book

offers an insider's view. Living or Retiring in Mexico covers many popular destinations and some

lesser known spots to think about. The author shares his experience across virtually all issues,

challenges and delights that you should expect when moving to or travelling extensively around

Mexico. It feels as if you are sitting across the table from the author and enjoying a casual chat that

carries across his many experiences. The book is organized across themes, but is not too



structured to cramp the tales from emerging.

Living or Retiring in Mexico: All You Need to Know Before You Go offers an insider's guide to all

things expat, perfect for anyone looking into mid to long-term relocation. Comprehensive in its

delivery, Buijs tackles the full-gamut of what to expect and includes a great deal of insight from his

own personal experience. With the average age of retirement being pushed further down the road,

Mexico, Central and South America have become increasingly popular options for many looking into

other viable, sustainable alternatives. I think this book will also be useful to the huge and

ever-growing collective of travel bloggers, most of who look for affordable home-bases outside of

US and Canada.For me, the most interesting section covered Mexican holidays. It's fascinating to

read about the varied customs, traditions, and both national and religious holidays that the country

has on offer. As a frequent tourist and expat myself, I found Buijs' guide to be practical and

informative; an excellent stepping stone for anyone considering spending an extended amount of

time off of the beaten path.

Easy going introduction to life in Mexico written by an expert with real hands-on experience!
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